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home hmpe ropes military
commercial hmpe rope and chain
May 22 2024
high modulus polyethylene hmpe rope is one of the
strongest most durable and innovative ropes on the
market today the rope is made of high modulus
polyethylene the hmpe ropes are impregnated with
durable coating to reduce abrasion and extend the
service life

uhmwpe rope hmpe rightrope com
Apr 21 2024
12 strand uhmwpe ultra high molecular weight
polyethylene aka hmpe high modulus polyethylene
stronger than steel wire rope of equal size great
for winch lines lifting slings great abrasion and
uv resistance lightweight

hmpe dyneema ropes slings tethers
stronger than steel Mar 20 2024
a variety of ropes made with the worlds strongest
man made fibre for most applications we produce
the products with hmpe dyneema fibres sk75 and
sk78 on request we produce ropes with sk99 dm20
fibres and with xbo treatment



hmpe rope buy today from access
ropes free shipping Feb 19 2024
hmpe rope is an extremely high strength line it is
stronger than steel yet only a fraction of the
weight making it a popular alternative to wire
rope our uhmwpe rope exceeds iso 10325 standards
is competitively priced and comes with free
delivery in the uk so contact us today with your
needs

hmpe lifting ropes slings
holloway Jan 18 2024
hmpe rope is a high performance rope made from
ultra high molecular weight polyethylene uhmwpe it
is known for its strength toughness and durability
hmpe rope is also resistant to chemicals uv
radiation and abrasion

hmpe 12 strand synthetic hmpe
rope ultra strong working Dec 17
2023
hmpe rope has an extremely low density and it has
a strength to weight ratio that is 8 time higher
than high strength steel the molecular alignment
and gel spinning process allows the fibers to
perform better and is the reason hmpe ropes soft
shackles and winch lines float whereas steel wire
sinks hmpe ropes used for different products
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